20-Sided Reviewer’s Die for History of Science
(adapted from pocketartdirector.com)

1. Cut along solid lines.
2. Fold along dotted lines.
3. Secure tabs with tape or glue.
4. Roll on flat surface.
5. Write down directions.
6. Repeat until either publish! or reject!

Credits—
1) Adapted (nearly stolen) from pocketartdirector.com and on Twitter @PocketArtDirect.
2) Like and Dislike designed by Eugen Belyakoff from thethenounproject.com.
   Eugen Belyakoff’s other icons are here: http://www.thenounproject.com/eugen.belyakoff.
3) I used Acorn, a great image editing program to make this template. Acorn is avialble here: flyingmeat.com/acorn.